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Waves & Abbey Road have a long history of working together. From delays to compressors to
mastering to the EMI Archive, Waves is very happy to have partnered with Abbey Road to bring

you the very best TG12410 /TG Mastering Chain sound and to have it available in the Plugin
Library for your convenience. Its the best of the best at a very affordable price Developed

together with Abbey Road Studios, the TG Mastering Chain plugin is a modular mastering chain
plugin modeled after the EMI TG12410 Transfer Console used in all Abbey Road's mastering
suites since the early '70s to this day. The distinct solid-state transistor-based sound of the

TG12410 has proven itself time and again over many decades. Whether it is used for mastering
as a complete console, or for mixing with only select modules, the TG brings nothing less than

magic the same magic heard on albums like Pink Floyds The Dark Side of the Moon, Nirvanas In
Utero, Radioheads OK Computerand Ed Sheerans + (plus). Thanks to this Waves/Abbey Road
collaboration, the TG12410 is now available outside of Abbey Road Studios, allowing you to

bring the very same magic to your own productions. Modelled directly from time-proven
saturation chains at Abbey Road Studios, Abbey Road Saturator provides inspiring saturation

and distortion unlike any other device. The plugin offers two versatile desk distortion flavors: the
crunchy tube REDD sound, and the rounded solid-state tonewith the sophisticated input, gain

and output stages of both consoles calibrated to perfection by Abbey Roads engineers. Beats of
different length were heavily influenced by the enormous analog and digital oscillators used at
Abbey Road studios. More than just a simple in-place filter, the Waves Oscillator allows you to
tune just those key frequencies that you need and with a few simple parameters provide an

unlimited number of variations of those fixed frequencies. Use the spectrum analyzer to mix and
match your own favourite sounds, and then tweak them just the way you want.
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Waves Saturn is one of those amazing audio tools that comes along once in a lifetime. It is
incredibly intuitive, very easy to use, and one of the most flexible plug ins I’ve ever used. On top
of that it can transform the sound of your mix from dull to exciting. I would describe it as a sort
of digital tape box with mass amounts of power and effects to sculpt audio. Premiere Elements

10 is useful for tracking, mixing and creating sound effects using the VST plug in. It’s a
collection of around 250 sounds that can be used to add a unique and individual sound to your
music, and comes with several templates. It’s ideal for any user interested in a wider musical

spectrum than just EDM. Wow, thank you so much. I’m an amateur who has been using a lot of
different softwares and loves to use every single audio software that is available but these

plugins come with a built-in workflow and are very easy to use. It has a simple yet complete
interface that can fit any level of software, and a superb latency. I am sure it will quickly

become my go-to tape plug-in due to these advantages and it’s incredibly cheap! DelayEchoboy
provides a number of delay modes, depending on the output volume. The shortest delay lets the
sound pass through its half-length, providing a dry delay tone to start with. Stretching the delay
further makes the the waveform become wavier, adding just a touch of chorusing. The longer
delays provide larger sinusoidal modulations, which help delay sounds that otherwise may not
sound coherent (especially if using a wet/dry combination like the Waves Apollo, for example).
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